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Evolution of monkeypox virus 
from 2017 to 2022: In the light of 
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Monkeypox virus (MPXV) causing multi-country outbreak-2022 is related to 

viruses caused outbreak-2017–2018 in West Africa. Still not fully understood 

which proteins of the MPXV discovered in Nigeria in 2017 have mutated through 

different lineages to the extent that it could cause a multi-country outbreak 

in 2022; similarly, codon usage bias, host adaptation indices, and the role of 

selection or mutation pressure in the mutated genes are also not fully studied. 

Here we report that according to the available sequence data this monkeypox 

virus acquires point mutations in multiple proteins in each period, and these 

point mutations accumulate and become a virus that can root outbreak-2022. 

Viruses exported from Nigeria to Singapore, Israel, and the United Kingdom in 

2018–2019 were developed as evolutionary ancestors to B.1 viruses (MPXVs 

causing multi-country outbreak-2022) through MPXV/United States/2021/MD 

virus. Although these exported viruses have different amino acid mutations in 

different proteins, amino acid mutations in 10 proteins are common among 

them. The MPXV-United Kingdom-P2 virus evolved with only mutations in 

these 10 proteins and further evolved into MPXV/United States/2021/MD with 

amino acid mutations in 26 (including amino acid mutations in 10 proteins 

of the MPXV-United States-P2) proteins. It is noteworthy that specific amino 

acid mutations in these 22/26 (presence in MPXV/United States/2021/MD) 

proteins are present in B.1 viruses. Further, analysis of Relative Synonymous 

Codon Usage (RSCU), Synonymous Codon Usage Fraction (SCUF), and 

Effective Number of Codons (ENc) revealed codon usage bias in genes that 

exhibited nucleotide mutations in lineage B.1. Also, host adaptation indices 

analyzes such as Codon Adaptation Index (CAI), Expected-CAI (eCAI), Relative 

Codon Deoptimization Index (RCDI) and Expected value for the RCDI (eRCDI) 

analyzes reveal that the genes that demonstrated nucleotide mutations in 

lineage B.1 are favorable for human adaptation. Similarly, ENc-GC3s plot, 

Neutrality plot, and Parity Rule 2 (PR2)-bias plot analyzes suggest a major 

role of selection pressure than mutation pressure in the evolution of genes 

displaying nucleotide mutations in lineage B.1. Overall, from 2017 to 2022, 

MPXV’s mutation and spread suggests that this virus continues to evolve 

through point mutation in the genes according to the available sequence data.
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Introduction

Human monkeypox is a zoonotic infection caused by the 
monkeypox virus (MPXV) in Orthopoxvirus (Adler et al., 2022) 
which contains a double-stranded DNA genome of ≈186–228 kb 
and encodes ~200 genes; however, MPXV has a genome size of 
≈197 kb with nearly 190 genes (Kugelman et al., 2014; Muhlemann 
et al., 2020; Desingu, 2022). The central ~100,000-nt region of the 
genome of this virus contains conserved genes required for virus 
transcription and replication, and its left and right arms contain 
genes that determine host innate immunity and host range 
(Kugelman et  al., 2014; Muhlemann et  al., 2020). Historically, 
from 1958 to 1964, MPXVs were detected in monkeys in European 
countries such as Denmark (Von Magnus et al., 1956), Netherlands 
(Gispen et al., 1967; Parker and Buller, 2013), and the United States 
(Mcconnell et al., 1962). The MPXV virus that infects humans was 
first discovered in 1970  in the Congo (Ladnyj et  al., 1972). 
Subsequently, the MPXV virus created several periodic outbreaks 
in Central African countries (Heymann et al., 1998; Learned et al., 
2005; Formenty et  al., 2010; Rimoin et  al., 2010; Nolen et  al., 
2016). Similarly, in West African countries, the MPXV virus, 
which lacks human-to-human transmission and causes a mild 
disease, has developed short outbreaks from 1970 to 1981 
(Reynolds and Damon, 2012; Rezza, 2019). Further, phylogenetic 
analysis divided these viruses into two separate clades (Hutin 
et al., 2001; Reynolds et al., 2007; Brown and Leggat, 2016; Yinka-
Ogunleye et  al., 2019): the central African clade of MPXVs 
(CA-MPXVs/Clade I), which causes severe illness in central 
African countries (Breman et al., 1980; Hutin et al., 2001; Reynolds 
et al., 2007; Brown and Leggat, 2016), and the West African clades 
(WA-MPXVs/Clade IIa) of MPXV which causes a mild infection 
in west African countries (Reynolds and Damon, 2012; Rezza, 
2019). Importantly, WA-MPXV/Clade IIa viruses have become a 
human-to-human transmission, causing an outbreak-2017–
2018 in Nigeria (Jezek et al., 1986; Rezza, 2019; Yinka-Ogunleye 
et  al., 2019). Viruses spread from this outbreak-2017–2018 to 
countries such as United Kingdom (Mauldin et al., 2022), Israel 
(Yinka-Ogunleye et al., 2019), and Singapore (Ng et al., 2019). It 
is also worth noting that viruses found in countries such as the 
United  Kingdom, Israel, and Singapore were slightly different 
from those that outbreaks in different parts of Nigeria except 
Bayelsa (Mauldin et  al., 2022). A traveler from Nigeria to the 
United  States (in 2021) has been diagnosed with monkeypox 
infection, and the virus was reported to be related to the virus that 
caused the outbreak-2017–2018  in Nigeria, in particular, it is 
noteworthy that the infection did not spread to healthcare workers 
(Costello et al., 2022).

A recent study reported that the MPXV viruses causing the 
multi-country outbreak-2022 are related to the viruses that caused 
the outbreak-2017–2018  in Nigeria (Isidro et  al., 2022). 
Furthermore, these studies divided MPXV viruses into three 
distinct groups as follows: (i) CA-MPXVs as Clade-1//Clade I, (ii) 
WA-MPXVs detected before 2017 as Clade-2//Clade IIa, and (iii) 
WA-MPXVs detected after 2017 as Clade-3/Clade IIb using core 

SNPs (Isidro et  al., 2022) and inverted terminal repeats (ITR; 
Happi et al., 2022). In addition, Clade-3/Clade IIb viruses are 
sub-divided into A.1 and A.2, and A.1 is further divided into two 
lineages, A.1.1 and B.1 (multi-country MPXV-2022) (Isidro et al., 
2022). In particular, the microevolution of SNPs between 
MPXV-UK_P2 (accession MT903344.1) virus in the A.1 
sub-group and viruses in the B.1 lineage has been studied (Isidro 
et al., 2022). In this situation, the Clade-3 viruses that acquired the 
character of human-to-human transmission in 2017 are still not 
fully understood about what kind of evolutionary development 
they have undergone until 2022 and which mutations have 
accumulated as a positive selection during the evolutionary 
process and evolved to the extent that is causing multi-country 
outbreak-2022. In this context, in this study, we  find out and 
report what kind of evolution has been achieved in the Clade-3/
Clade IIb viruses from 2017 to 2022 to cause the multi-country 
outbreak-2022.

Results and discussion

Since a recent study classified clade IIb MPXV viruses into 
different lineages such as A, A.1, A.1.1, A.2, and B.1 using core 
SNPs (Single nucleotide polymorphisms) (Isidro et al., 2022) and 
ITR (Happi et al., 2022), we were interested in finding out whether 
these lineages could also be separated at the complete genome 
level. In our complete genome-wide phylogenetic analysis, 
we  observed that clade IIb MPXV viruses split into different 
lineages (Figure 1A), as reported at the levels of SNPs (Isidro et al., 
2022) and ITR (Happi et al., 2022). In this analysis, the viruses 
responsible for the outbreak in West Africa in 2017–2018 clustered 
together to form lineage A or hMPXV-1A (Figure 1A). Also, it is 
worth stating that viruses in this hMPXV-1A group are more 
closely related to Clade IIa than Clade I at the complete genome 
level (Figure 1A), as we reported in our previous study (Perumal 
Arumugam Desingu, 2022). Similarly, Net between group mean 
distance (NBGMD) analysis revealed that Clade IIb viruses shared 
0.291–0.337% and 0.416–0.453% genetic diversity with Clade IIa 
and Clade I viruses at the complete genome level, respectively 
(Figure 1A).

Furthermore, it is increasingly important that WA-MPXVs/
Clade IIa viruses acquired human-to-human transmission from 
viruses in this hMPXV-1A group (Jezek et al., 1986; Rezza, 2019; 
Yinka-Ogunleye et al., 2019; Perumal Arumugam Desingu, 2022). 
In particular, we  have reported in our previous study on the 
evolutionary development and genetic diversity between 
WA-MPXVs/Clade IIa viruses that are not capable of human-to-
human transmission and hMPXV-1A viruses that are capable of 
human-to-human transmission (Perumal Arumugam Desingu, 
2022). Here, these hMPXV-1A viruses, which acquired the 
character of human-to-human transmission in 2017–2018, did 
not cause a large multi-country outbreak in 2017–2018, but 4 
years later caused a multi-country outbreak, so it is necessary to 
find out what evolution this virus has achieved in these 4 years. To 
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FIGURE 1

Complete genome-level genetic diversity in the different clades and lineages of the monkeypox viruses. (A) The MPXV different clades and 
lineages at whole genome levels are also classified as similar according to a recent report that classified MPXV at core SNPs (Isidro et al., 2022) and

(Continued)
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detect this evolutionary development, we subjected the complete 
genome sequence of viruses that were detected from 2017 to 2022 
to phylogenetic and mutational analysis.

Complete genome-wide phylogenetic analysis of the present 
study revealed that viruses exported from Nigeria-MPXV-
outbreak-2017–2018 (hMPXV-1A) to the United  Kingdom 
(Mauldin et al., 2022), Israel (Yinka-Ogunleye et al., 2019), and 
Singapore (Ng et al., 2019) form clade A.1, while viruses detected 
from the United States in 2021–2022 form clade A.2 (Figure 1A). 
Also, among the A.1 and A.2 groups, it is noteworthy that the A.2 
group has the closest phylogenetic relationship with the 
hMPXV-1A group (Figure 1A). Interestingly, phylogenetic analysis 
revealed that the MPXV/United States/2021/MD (A.1.1) virus 
detected in the United  States is an evolutionary intermediate 
between the A.1 group and the B.1 group (multi-country outbreak-
2022 causing MPXVs) (Figure  1A). Similarly, in the NBGMD 
analysis, MPXV/United States/2021/MD (A.1.1) virus revealed 
0.007, 0.019, 0.027, and 0.035% genetic diversity with B.1, A.1, A, 
and A.2 lineages, respectively, at the complete genome level 
(Figure 1B). Also, B.1 lineage exhibited 0.007, 0.023, 0.031, and 
0.039% genetic diversity with A.1.1, A.1, A, and A.2 lineages at the 
complete genome level, respectively (Figure 1B). Finally, the A.1 
lineage exhibited 0.019, 0.023, 0.007, and 0.016% genetic diversity 
with the A.1.1, B.1, A, and A.2 lineages at the complete genome 
level, respectively (Figure  1B). From these, it appears that the 
MPXV/United States/2021/MD (A.1.1) virus is an evolutionary 
intermediate between the A.1 and the B.1 lineages. Further, it 
appears that viruses closely related to the ones that caused the 
Nigeria-MPXV-outbreak-2017–2018 caused the infection in 2022 
other than endemic areas. Collectively, the phylogenetic and 
NBGMD analyzes revealed that the hMPXV-1A virus has gradually 
evolved over different periods from 2017–2018 to 2022.

Meanwhile, double-stranded DNA virus MPXVs are slow-
evolving but have been reported to be  susceptible to 
microevolution (amino acid point mutations) for human 
adaptation (Isidro et al., 2022). In this context, we are interested 
to find out the microevolution (amino acid point mutations) of 
the hMPXV-1A virus over different periods from 2017–2018 to 
2022 (Isidro et al., 2022). For this purpose, in the present study, 
microevolution (amino acid point mutations) within and 
between lineages of hMPXV-1A, A.2, A.1, A.1.1, and B.1 lineages 
in clade-IIb viruses was measured using NCBI Reference 
Sequence NC_063383.1  in hMPXV-1A group as a reference 
sequence. Among these, NC_063383.1 and MT903340.1 were 
related to the isolate MPXV-M5312_HM12_Rivers, which 
showed the closest relationship in the phylogenetic analysis, and 
it was noteworthy that there was no difference in protein amino 
acid mutation level between them. The hMPXV-1A lineages of 

viruses compared to NC_063383.1/MT903340.1 virus exhibited 
nucleotide mutations in 44 proteins, of which 31 were 
non-synonymous, and 13 were synonymous (Figure 2A). The 
presence of more non-synonymous mutations in hMPXV-1A 
viruses suggests that these mutations may have arisen for host 
adaptations. Also, MPXVgp021: L124S and MPXVgp103: K606E 
amino acid mutations are present in high frequency among 
hMPXV-1A viruses (Figure  2A). From these, it appears that 
hMPXV-1A viruses undergo random multidirectional 
microevolution. Since MPXV is a zoonotic virus that can infect 
different hosts such as humans, monkeys, rodents, etc., it has 
been speculated that these viruses have undergone 
microevolution to adapt to the host by alternately infecting 
humans and animals in the 2017–2018 outbreak.

Similarly, A.2 viruses exhibited nucleotide mutations in 58 
proteins compared to NC_063383.1/MT903340.1 virus, of which 
33 mutations were non-synonymous, and 25 mutations were 
synonymous (Figure 2B). Of these 33 non-synonymous mutations, 
only 13 mutations are common among viruses in the A.2 group, 
and these 13 mutations include two mutations that are common 
among viruses in the hMPXV-1A (Figure  2B). Although 
hMPXV-1A and A.2 viruses randomly acquire mutations in many 
proteins, MPXVgp021: L124S and MPXVgp103: K606E mutations 
are conserved among these viruses (Figures 2A,B), so these could 
be considered as positive selection mutations.

Further, we are interested in finding mutations among viruses 
in group A.1. This analysis revealed mutations in 57 proteins in 
group A.1 viruses compared to NC_063383.1/MT903340.1 viruses 
(Figure 2C). Out of these 57 mutations, 29 are non-synonymous, 
and 28 are synonymous (Figure 2C). Of the 29 non-synonymous 
mutations, 10 are common among viruses in group A.1 (Figure 2C). 
It is also noteworthy that among these 10 amino acid mutations, 
MPXVgp021: L124S and MPXVgp103: K606E mutations are 
common in hMPXV-1A and A.2 groups (Figures  2A–C). 
Interestingly, it is noteworthy that the MT903344.1/MPXV-United 
Kingdom-P2 virus carries only 10 amino acid mutations that are 
common among viruses in the A.1 group (Supplementary Figure S1). 
Also, the MT903344.1/MPXV-United Kingdom-P2 virus must 
be used as a reference sequence among non-endemic MPXV viruses 
to measure mutations and evolution of B.1 viruses (Isidro et al., 
2022). Next, we were interested in identifying mutations in the A.1.1 
virus (MPXV/United States/2021/MD), the closest evolutionary 
ancestor of B.1 viruses (Figures 1A,B). Compared to NC_063383.1/
MT903340.1 virus, A.1.1 (MPXV/United States/2021/MD) virus 
has mutations in 39 proteins, and of these 39 mutations, 26 are 
non-synonymous, and 13 are synonymous (Figure 2D). Among 
these 26 proteins amino acid mutations, 10 are in the MT903344.1/
MPXV-United Kingdom-P2 or A.1 group of viruses (Figures 2C,D; 

FIGURE 1 (Continued)
inverted terminal repeats (ITR; Happi et al., 2022). (B) Complete genome levels of genetic diversity (NBGMD) among different clades and lineages 
MPXVs. Complete genome sequences of different clades and lineages of MPXVs in panel A were used for this analysis. The measured standard 
errors in the NBGMD analysis were displayed above the diagonal in the table.
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FIGURE 2

Nucleotide and amino acid mutations present in the different lineages of hMPXV (Clade IIb-A, A.2, A.1, A.1.1, and B.1). (A) Nucleotide and amino 
acid mutations in the Clade IIb-A lineages of viruses (n = 8) compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. (B) Nucleotide and amino acid mutations

(Continued)
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Supplementary Figure S1). Excitingly, of the amino acid mutations 
in 26 proteins of the A.1.1 (MPXV/United States/2021/MD) virus, 
22 were passed on to viruses in the B.1 group (Figures  2D,E). 
Further, mutations in group B.1 (compared with NC_063383.1/
MT903340.1) are consistent with mutations found in a recent study 
comparing MT903344.1/MPXV-United Kingdom-P2 virus (Isidro 
et al., 2022).

As B.1 lineages exhibited only point mutations in genes 
compared to NC_063383.1/MT903340.1, we were interested in 
determining the role of codon usage bias, host adaptation, 
selection pressure, and mutation pressure in the evolution of 
genes with these mutations. For this, we first performed RSCU, 
SCUF, and ENc analyses on genes that exhibited nucleotide 
mutations in lineage B.1 to detect codon usage bias. A RSCU 
value of 1 indicates no codon bias for that specific codon, >1.0 
indicates positive codon usage bias (defined as abundant codons), 
and < 1.0 indicates negative codon usage bias (defined as less-
abundant codons) (Gun et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). RSCU 
analysis revealed that the majority of codons for most genes 
were > 1.0 and < 1.0, indicating codon usage bias in these genes 
(Figure  3A). Similarly, SCUF analysis revealed bias in 
Synonymous Codon Usage Fraction in most genes (Figure 3B). 
As with the RSCU and SCUF analyses, most genes have ENc 
values of 40–50 (Figure 4A), indicating moderate codon usage 
bias in these genes. After this, we conducted CAI, eCAI, RCDI, 
and eRCDI analysis with human codon usage to find out whether 
the codon usage bias in these genes is likely to favor host (human) 
adaptation. In these analyses, genes with mutations in B.1 lineage 
showed CAI value of 0.65–0.75 (Figure 4B), eCAI value of 0.7–0.8 
(Figure 4C), RCDI value of 1.3–2.2 (Figure 4D), and eRCDI value 
of 1.9–2.4 (Figure  4E). From the results of these analyses, it 
appears that codon usage in these genes is favorable for human 
adaptation. After this, we were interested to find out whether 
selection pressure or mutation pressure plays an important role 
in the evolution of these genes, which are favorable for human 
adaptation; for this, we carried out ENc-GC3s plot, Neutrality 
plot, and Parity Rule 2 (PR2)-bias plot analysis. In this Enc-plot 
analysis, since the values of most of the genes fall below the 
expected curve (Figure 5A), it is revealed that selection pressure 
plays a major role in the evolutionary development of these genes 
than mutation pressure. Similarly, the slope of the Neutrality plot 
analysis is 0.1284 (Y = 0.1284*X + 31.94, R2  = 0.81876, p value 
<0.0001), indicating that mutation pressure and natural selection 
pressure contribute 12.84 and 87.16%, respectively, in the 
evolution of these genes (Figure 5B). Finally, Parity Rule 2 (PR2)-
bias plot analysis shows that most genes with mutations in B.1 
lineage have unequal A to T and G to C (Figure  5C), which 

reveals the mutation and selection pressure in these genes. 
Collectively, the results of these analyzes show that there is a 
codon usage bias in the genes with mutations in the B.1 lineage, 
that the codon usage of these genes is favorable to human 
adaptation, and that selection pressure plays a major role in the 
evolution of these genes than mutation pressure.

More specifically, the mutations in the 5′-inverted terminal 
repeats (5’-ITR) [MPXVgp001 (Chemokine binding protein): 
S105L; MPXVgp002 (TNF receptor/CrmB): S54F; and MPXVgp003 
(Ankyrin/Cop-C19L/J3L): D264N] and 3’-ITR [MPXVgp191 
(Chemokine binding protein): S105L; MPXVgp190 (TNF receptor/
CrmB): S54F; and MPXVgp189 (Ankyrin/Cop-C19L)/J1R): 
D264N] regions of viruses in group B.1 are identical 
(Supplementary Table S1), suggesting that these mutations are more 
likely to be functional mutations rather than random. Also, it is 
worth noting that the amino acid mutations that have gradually 
accumulated from 2017 to 2018 (hMPXV-1A) through A.1 and 
A.1.1 viruses to 2022 (B.1) are mostly in host immune evasion and 
virus propagation proteins (Supplementary Table S1). Furthermore, 
phylogenetic analysis, NBGMD analysis, and protein mutations 
suggest that A.2 viruses detected in the United States in 2021 and 
2022 evolved directly from hMPXV-1A (2017–18) viruses and that 
A.2 viruses did not play a major role in the evolution of B.1 viruses 
through A.1 and A.1.1 viruses. Further, the MPXV/United 
States/2021/MD virus detected in 2021 in the United States is an 
evolutionary intermediate to the viruses responsible for the 
outbreak-2017–2018 in West Africa and B.1 viruses in phylogenetic, 
NBGMD and amino acid mutation levels. Particularly, since the 
data of complete genome sequences of MPXV viruses are not 
available in other countries especially in MPXV endemic countries 
after 2017–18, therefore it seems that these viruses have achieved 
evolution in MPXV non-endemic countries (United States, 
United Kingdom, Singapore, and Israel).

In conclusion, according to the available sequence data, 
MPXV viruses appear to have microevolved from 2017–18 to 
2022, gradually accumulating mutations in key proteins to 
accommodate a multi-country outbreak-2022. Furthermore, 
different mutations in different proteins among individual viruses 
in the Clade IIb suggest that these mutations may have evolved 
as host adaptations. Since Poxviruses are slow evolving viruses, 
by monitoring MPXV viruses in other countries and animals and 
detecting unique mutations in MPXV viruses in different 
countries and animals, we  can predict the geographical area/
animals from which these viruses are spreading and determine 
the future direction of the outbreak, prevent disease transmission 
from different animals and countries, and is expected to support 
preparedness for future outbreaks.

FIGURE 2 (Continued) 
in the Clade IIb-A.2 lineages of viruses (n = 3) compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. (C) Nucleotide and amino acid mutations in the Clade 
IIb-A.1 lineages of viruses (n = 6) compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. (D) Nucleotide and amino acid mutations in the Clade IIb-A.1.1 
lineages of viruses (n = 1) compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. (E) Nucleotide and amino acid mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1lineages of 
viruses (n = 963) compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1.
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Materials and methods

Data curation and sequence alignment

The MPXV’s whole genome sequences were retrieved from 
NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information)1 
databases in the present study. Next, these MPXV’s whole genome 

1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nucleotide/

sequences were aligned with MAFFT 7.407_1 multiple alignment 
program with parameters-Gap extend penalty (0.123) and Gap 
opening penalty (1.53) (Katoh and Standley, 2013; Mareuil et al., 
2017; Lemoine et al., 2019).

Phylogenetic analysis

For phylogenetic analysis, whole genome sequences of MPXVs 
aligned to MAFFT 7.407_1 determined the best fit model through 

A

B

FIGURE 3

Relative Synonymous Codon Usage (RSCU) and Synonymous Codon Usage fraction. (A) Relative Synonymous Codon Usage (RSCU) for genes that 
displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1 lineages of viruses compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences from different 
lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are provided in Supplementary Data S1. The RSCU values of each gene are given in 
Supplementary Data S2. (B) Synonymous Codon Usage fraction for genes that displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1 lineages of viruses 
compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are provided in 
Supplementary Data S1. The SCUF values of each gene are given in Supplementary Data S2.
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FIGURE 4

Host adaptation indices. (A) Effective Number of Codons (ENc) values for genes displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1 lineages of viruses 
compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are provided in 
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the IQ-TREE web server2 (Trifinopoulos et al., 2016), and the GTR 
model was selected accordingly. Phylogenetic analysis of the whole 
genome of MPXVs was performed using PhyML 3.3_1 (Galaxy 
Version 3.3_1)/ngphylogeny.fr (Guindon et al., 2010; Mareuil et al., 
2017; Lemoine et al., 2018), through GTR (Evolutionary model), 
discrete gamma model through categories (n = 4), Empirical 
(Equilibrium Frequencies), Subtree Pruning and Regraphing by tree 
topology search with optimizing parameters such as tree topology, 
branch length, and model parameter, and examination the branch 
support was performed out by approximate Bayes branch. Lastly, 
the interactive tree of life (iTOL) v5 (Letunic and Bork, 2021) was 
used to visualize the phylogenetic trees.

Net between group mean distance 
analysis

In this study, the complete genome nucleotide sequences of 
different clades and lineages of MPXVs were first aligned in MAFFT 
7.407_1 (Katoh and Standley, 2013; Mareuil et al., 2017; Lemoine 
et al., 2019; Desingu and Nagarajan, 2022a), and then NBGMD 
analysis was performed in MEGA7 (Kumar et al., 2016; Desingu 
and Nagarajan, 2022a). NBGMD analysis was executed in MEGA7 
with the following parameters: Kimura 2-parameter model, 
Transitions plus Transversions substitution, gamma distribution-
shape parameter = 5, gaps/missing data were pairwise deleted, and 
standard errors (assessed through the bootstrap test of 1,000 
replicates). Finally, the measured standard errors were presented 
above the diagonal in the respective tables of NBGMD analysis.

Identification mutations in the 
monkeypox virus

In the present study, Codon and amino acid mutations in 
hMPXV-A, A.2, A.1, A.1.1, and B.1 lineages were identified using 
MONKEYPOX VIRUS TYPING TOOL,3 NC_063383.1/
MT903340.1 was used as a reference sequence.

2 http://iqtree.Cibiv.univie.ac.at/

3 https://www.genomedetective.com/app/typingtool/monkeypox/

Relative synonymous codon usage 
analysis

RSCU value is measured as a ratio between the observed to 
the expected value of synonymous codons for a specified amino 
acid in the particular gene (Gun et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; 
Desingu and Nagarajan, 2022b). A RSCU value of 1 indicates no 
codon bias for that specific codon, >1.0 indicates positive codon 
usage bias (defined as abundant codons), and < 1.0 indicates 
negative codon usage bias (defined as less-abundant codons) 
(Gun et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). In this study, the RSCU 
values for different genes of MPXVs were measured using the 
ACUA Software (Vetrivel et al., 2007), and the details of the genes 
used and the number of sequences is shown in the 
respective figures.

Effective number of codons

Effective number of codons determines which of the 61 
codons are effectively used to make the 20 amino acids; this value 
ranges from 20 to 61. ENc values less than 35 indicate high codon 
bias, whereas ENc values greater than 50 indicate general random 
codon usage (Zhao et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018; Desingu et al., 
2022; Desingu and Nagarajan, 2022b). In this study, the ENc 
values of different genes of MPXV were determined through an 
online server4 (Puigbo et al., 2008a), and the details of the genes 
used and the number of sequences are shown in the 
respective figures.

Codon adaptation index

The CAI is a quantitative measure of the resemblance of a 
given gene’s synonymous codon usage bias and the synonymous 
codon usage frequencies of a reference host gene (Puigbo et al., 
2008a,b; Tian et al., 2020). The CAI values range from 0 to 1; when 
the CAI value is close to 1, it indicates a strong bias of the codon 

4 http://ppuigbo.me/programs/CAIcal/

FIGURE 4 (Continued) 
Supplementary Data S1. The ENc values of each gene are given in Supplementary Data S3. (B) Codon Adaptation Index (CAI) values for genes 
thatdisplayed nucleotide and amino acid mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1 lineages of viruses compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 
1,000 sequences from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are provided in Supplementary Data S1. The CAI values of each gene 
are given in Supplementary Data S3. (C) Expected-CAI (eCAI) values for genes that displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1 lineages of viruses 
compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are provided in 
Supplementary Data S1. The eCAI values of each gene are given in Supplementary Data S3. (D) Relative Codon Deoptimization Index (RCDI) values 
for genes that displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1 lineages of viruses compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences 
from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are provided in Supplementary Data S1. The RCDI values of each gene are given in 
Supplementary Data S4. (E) The expected value for the RCDI (eRCDI) values for genes that displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1 lineages of 
viruses compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are 
provided in Supplementary Data S1. The eRCDI values of each gene are given in Supplementary Data S4.
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A

B C

FIGURE 5

Selection and mutation pressure determining indices. (A) ENc-GC3s plot values for genes that displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1lineages 
of viruses compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details 
are provided in Supplementary Data S1. The ENc-GC3 values of each gene are given in Supplementary Data S3. (B) Neutrality plot values for 
genes that displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1lineages of viruses compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences 
from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are provided in Supplementary Data S1. The Neutrality plot values of each gene are 
given in Supplementary Data S3. (C) Parity Rule 2 (PR2)-bias plot values for genes that displayed mutations in the Clade IIb-B.1lineages of 
viruses compared with NC_063383.1/ MT903340.1. More than 1,000 sequences from different lineages in Clade IIb were used, and details are 
provided in Supplementary Data S1. The PR2-bias values of each gene are provided in Supplementary Data S5.
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usage/protein expression (Puigbo et al., 2008a; Tian et al., 2020). 
The coding region nucleotide sequences of MPXV genes were 
retrieved from NCBI nucleotide public database (see text footnote 
1).Thereference set of human (Homo sapiens) codon usage was 
obtained from the codon usage database.5 Then, the CAI was 
calculated using the online server (see footnote 4) (Puigbo et al., 
2008a), and the details of the genes used and the number of 
sequences are shown in the respective figures.

Expected-CAI

To determine if the statistically significant variations in the 
CAI values arise from codon usage bias, it is recommended to use 
expected-CAI (eCAI; Puigbo et al., 2008b; Cristina et al., 2015). 
We used the same coding nucleotide sequences of MPXV genes, 
and a reference set of host codon usage (human- Homo sapiens) 
was used in the CAI calculation, and the details of the genes used 
and the number of sequences is shown in the respective figures. 
The eCAI was measured through an online server6 at 95% 
confidence interval, using Markov method (Puigbo et al., 2008b; 
Cristina et al., 2015).

Relative codon deoptimization index and 
expected value for the relative codon 
deoptimization index

The RCDI was introduced by Mueller (Mueller et al., 2006), 
measuring the codon deoptimization through the similarities in 
codon usage by the given genes (pathogen) and reference genomes 
(host- Homo sapiens) (Puigbo et al., 2010). When the RCDI value 
is close to 1, it indicates a higher rate of pathogen protein 
expression/adaptation in the host. The statistically significant 
difference in RCDI values was measured by eRCDI (Puigbo et al., 
2010). The same data input used in CAI/eCAI was also utilized for 
the RCDI and eRCDI analysis also, and the details of the genes used 
and the number of sequences are shown in the respective figures. 
RCDI and eRCDI were measured on an online server,7 using 
Markov method at the 95% confidence interval (Puigbo et al., 2010).

ENc-GC3s plot

In ENc-GC3s plot analysis, selection pressures or mutation 
pressures are the major factors affecting the codon usage bias 
of a particular gene is determined by plotting ENc values 
against the third position of GC3s of codon values (Tian et al., 
2020; Desingu et al., 2022; Desingu and Nagarajan, 2022b). 

5 http://ppuigbo.me/programs/CAIcal/CU_human_nature

6 http://ppuigbo.me/programs/CAIcal/E-CAI/calc_random.php

7 http://ppuigbo.me/programs/CAIcal//RCDI/

First, the expected curve was generated by assessing the 
expected ENc values for each GC3s as previously recommended 
(Wang et al., 2018; Tian et al., 2020; Desingu et al., 2022). The 
ENc value and GC3s value for different genes MPXVs were 
calculated through an online server for CAI calculation (see 
footnote 4) (Puigbo et al., 2008a). When mutation pressure 
alone determines the codon usage bias of a particular gene, the 
ENc-GC3s plot value lies on or around the expected curve, but 
when codon usage bias is influenced by selection and other 
factors, the ENc-GC3s plot value falls significantly below the 
expected curve (Wang et al., 2018; Tian et al., 2020).

Neutrality plot analysis

The degree of influence of mutation pressure and natural 
selection on the codon usage patterns is evaluated by GC12 values 
of the codon plotted against GC3 values in the neutrality plot 
analysis (Desingu et al., 2022; Desingu and Nagarajan, 2022b). The 
GC12 and GC3 values for the nucleotide sequences of different 
genes of MPXVs were obtained from an online CAI analysis 
server (see footnote 4) (Puigbo et al., 2008a).

Parity rule 2-bias plot

In PR2-bias plot analysis, the mutation pressure and natural 
selection affecting the codon usage bias is measured by the AT bias 
[A3/(A3+ T3)] is plotted against GC-bias [G3/(G3 + C3)] (Tian 
et al., 2020; Desingu et al., 2022; Desingu and Nagarajan, 2022b). 
Parity Rule 2 (PR2)-bias plot analysis shows that mutation and 
natural selection pressure are absent if A = T and G = C (Tian et al., 
2020; Desingu et al., 2022; Desingu and Nagarajan, 2022b). The 
A3, T3, G3, and C3 values of nucleotide sequences of different 
genes of MPXVs were attained by using the ACUA Software 
(Vetrivel et al., 2007).
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